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Thoughtfully redesigned. Instantly familiar. 
Trodat USA Introduces Redesigned Printy 4810 & 4850 Self-Inking Daters 
 
As summer comes to a close, the fall marks the time to start assessing the needs for the upcoming 
new year.  More and more consumers will be looking for a cleaner, more modern look to their 
traditional date stamps. Trodat, with its P4 series of Printy plastic self-inkers and New Professional 
Line, has been ahead of this trend, and at the end of this summer will introduce a sleeker, updated 
design to their Printy self-inking daters.  
 
Their updated take on daters provides an upgraded appearance while maintaining the consistent 
marking to which users are accustomed. There are some noticeable differences with the updated 
4810 and 4850 stamps, enhancing both the stamping experience for end-users and the manufacturing 
process for stamp makers. For stamp makers, the new design allows the stamp to stand on its head 
for simple and easy text plate mounting. End-users will notice that the easy-grip side plates and sturdy 
base create a clearer imprint using minimal force. The clean, polished and matte finish provides the 
new daters with a sleeker appearance, making them the perfect stamps to display on any desk. With 
the addition of positioning arrows and larger date change wheels, clean fingers and a centered 
impression following every date change are guaranteed. 
 
The updated Printy 4810 and 4850 daters will launch as a running change, and the new product will 
ship as old product runs out. There will be no change to the item numbers used to order the stamps, 
and the pads will be compatible with both old and new units. More information will be available as the 
product nears its launch in August/September 2019. 
 
For information on Trodat products please visit www.TrodatOM.com, contact your Regional Sales 
Manager, or call Trodat at 1-800-TRODAT1. 


